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Discover Just How Easy Niche Marketing Can Be... Introducing The Awesome All-In-One Niche

Package... **BoxedNiches** Dear Friends and Fellow Marketers, he Internet isnt called the

super-highway of information for nothing. Its a well-known fact that information is the #1 product for

making a surefire income on the Internet. By creating your own unique product, you will have something

that no one else has and this is by far the best way to go. On the other hand, not all of us have the time to

create our own products, which leaves us with 2 other options - using a ready-made resell product, or

becoming an affiliate. Either way, you can still stand above your competitors by selecting the right

sub-keyword(s). The question here becomes... -- Do you want 5,000 of visitors with a sales rate of 0.1?

OR... -- Would you prefer 500 visitors with a sales rate of 3 or even more? Just in case you dont have

your calculator at hand, the first scenario will give you a mere 5 sales, and the second one 15 - 3 times

more! But, having a product to sell is just part of the picture. The real ingredient to success is the

keyword, or keyphrase, you target. Depending on your choice, it can either make or break your success.

So, now the question is... Which keywords are the most profitable? And... How on earth do you go about

finding those elusive keywords? Worry no more, my friend. BoxedNiches is the all-in-one solution to your

problem. We have already done all the research, and gathered the necessary information and products

so you can immediately start building your Cyberspace empire. No need for you to worry whether a niche

is going to be profitable or not. Weve done all the hard, time-consuming work, and we will pin-point the

exact keywords for each niche you can use to easily create a long-term income stream. We fully research

each niche and provide you with hand-picked, top-quality data and other products you can utilize to build

and maintain your online cash-pumping empire. A comprehensive list of keywords and search engine

data that has been gathered through careful research - handpicked and refined to give you only the best.

The included data for each keyword is: The Google search count. The exact phrase count in Google. The

Google top position ad cost. The Strength of Competition (SOC) score for selected keywords that can

prove to be highly pofitable. You will be able to compare the SOC scores for the various keywords and

make your choice based on your needs. An extra list of LSI (Latent Semantics Index) keywords - when
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available - use these for SEO purposes or simply as extra/more keywords. A Keyword Commercial - and

Non-Commercial - Index scores for each keyword in the lists above. Unlike other information of this kind,

though, we will give you both the commercial and non-commercial index. These will tell you whether you

should sharpen your content to be strongly sales-oriented, or whether you should soften your content and

approach your prospect in a more subtle and indirect way. ...And, just so were clear on this, by keyword,

we dont mean the main niche keyword, but the individual keywords and phrases listed in the lists within

each main niche. In addition to the above keyword lists, you will also be able to download miscellaneous

other products you can use to start creating your BoxedNiche income stream immediately, as well as

maintain well into the future... The products vary from BoxedNiche to BoxedNiche, but on the whole they

consist of the following: A set of 25 or more Private Label Rights articles related to the niche. They can be

used for creating you own custom product, article marketing, web and blog content, as well as ecourses.

Use all of them, or just a selected few - the choice is yours. A WordPress Theme correlating with the

niche. Blogs are one the easiest and quickest ways to get your product out there and in front of your

prospects eyes. You can use this correlating theme to create a professional-looking blog using the

world-famous (and free) blog script, WordPress. A Resale product - one you can sell for 100 profit related

to the niche. They include the ready-made resellers website, so all you need to do is insert your payment

button, slap it online, and off you go! The BoxedNiches have been created in such a way that they can be

utilized in a number of different ways. For example... you could create your own product from scratch,

thereby making yours a one and only on the entire Internet - and use a WordPress blog - or the

BoxedNiche Portal - as your point of sale, or... you could simply slap the ready-made BoxedBiz online

and quickly start generating income, or... you could join an affiliate program and immediately start cashing

in on other peoples products. To promote, you could then... combine a blog and your product - an easy

and quick way to promote your product, or... combine the BoxedNiche Portal and BoxedBiz for promoting

the the product in a unique and customized way, or... use a blog, the BoxedNiche Portal and the

BoxedBiz to promote 3 completely different products in the same niche, ...and Ill bet you can come up

with lots more! Access an entire data-center, so to speak, of information related to the main niche! For

example... Stay on top of the trend for your niche for years to come. Read the latest news on your niche

directly in your BoxedNiche. A list of ClickBanks affiliate products for that niche. Listed in order of

popularity, itll be easy for you to pick a profitable product you can promote. This can be used either in



addition to the included resale product, or instead of it. Note: This feature will only be included if and

when we are able to find products that are actually related to the niche. A list of Amazons products

related to that niche - use this to keep abreast of your competition, for general research and informational

purposes when creating your own product or customizing your articles. A list of other affiliate products for

that niche - in the absense of ClickBank, you can perhaps finds something here - or, this can also be

used in addition to all the other products you already have at your disposal. A list of articles written by

other authors - access articles that have been published on ezinearticlesspecifically regarding your niche.

You can use this information for researching your product, or your competition. A list of content available

in the Public Domain - this will usually be content that can be used for commercial intent. Again,

outstanding for research as well as product creation. Also research other profitable keywords in-depth if

needed - even if its years from now. You will be able to access Googles WonderWheel directly in your

BoxedNiche, which will allow you to see the most popular keywords, as well as glean targeted information

for those keywords. We have also prepared a platform for you to utilize when rewriting your articles and

making other modifications. You can view the included PLR articles in the form a virtual book - or vBook.

Features include... A text editor you can use to edit and customize your articles right there inside the

vBook. The pageview can be toggled to have the editor located below the article text, or to the right of it.

Count how many words your article contains with a simple click. Select and copy everything to your

clipboard with a single click and paste it to your file. The vBook also contains a Dictionary and Thesaurus

search form which will open a third-party free service in your own browser. You will also have access a

full-fledged WYSIWYG / HTML editor you can use to add some touches to your articles or web pages.

Even though this isnt quite as good as a desktop editor, its easy to use, and can be used for quickly

editing and formatting your articles and other web contents. And Youre Getting Not Just 1 Niche, But 2

Niches... So Multiply Everything Above By 2! Just an important note before we continue... BoxedNiches is

a PC compatable product. It will only run on a Mac if you have some type of PC Emulation software such

as Parallels. ...Ah yes, and lets not forget the Toolbox! :) In addition to the above, you will also be able to

download the following software and tools you can use to assist you in creating your product and

promoting it... The Ultimate Directory Submitter This is a software for easily submitting any web page

URL to over 1,800 directories. Submitting your link(s) to directories is an easy way to get 1-way links, as

well as visitors from all corners of Cyberspace. The AG Simple Counter A desktop Text Editor tool you



can use to count characters and words in an article. Extremely easy to use and lightweight, you can see

how many characters or words your article/ad contains. AG Keyword Injector Easily insert your keyword

phrase and create multiple versions of your article. This will allow you to take 1 article and by injecting

various long-tail keywords or LSI keywords, you can effectively create multiple versions of the same

article. AG Document Creator This is a full-featured editor and multiple format document creator in one.

Load your file into the software and save it in a different format, such as HTML, PDF, etc. PDF files can

also optionally be secured. no image	An Easy-to-use FTP Client This is a newbie-friendly FTP client you

can use for uploading your website files to your server. It also contains a comprehensive help section

which makes it easy to use, even for beginners. no image	A Screenshot Capturing Tool This must be one

of the easiest tools to us when you need a screenshot of your desktop, website, etc., or part of it. Theres

nothing to download - just double-click and it will open. no image	A CB Product Evaluator This is a really

easy tool to use in determining whether a ClickBank affiliate product is worth your time and effort. This

tool will give you the refund rate of the product. The lower the refund rate, the better chance you will have

of actually seeing commissions. The refund rate will also show you whether a product is good or not.

...And, just between you and me?... There are some more goodies included that Im sure youre going to

like. And, you can even resell them! :) And this brings us to the final question... What is this all worth to

you? Let me ask you a few questions... Are you willing to spend hours and hours of mind-numbing net

surfing to search for in-demand niches? Are you willing to spend hundreds of dollars just to get hold of

profitable keyword data, resale products, and more? Coz, thats what itll cost you! Are you willing to

sacrifice your weekends and holidays trying to get content together for your website and marketing

strategies? Do you even know where to begin? Those arent idle questions. Firing your boss sounds

awesome, but as anyone who has already accomplished it will tell you, its not easy to get to that point, let

alone maintaining it. ...And if you were to do everything from scratch yourself, youre in for some heavy

work. The good news is, with BoxedNiches you will have everything at your fingertips ... all nicely

packaged and waiting for you to exploit! Each niche is a pot-o-gold all by itself, and youll be getting 2! Ill

leave it up to you to do the math, but I think its pretty obvious that this is an extremely small price to pay

for something with such potential Wishing you success and prosperity,
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